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Short RNA fragments containing single nucleotide polymor-
phism (SNP) sites have been selectively clipped out of
substrate RNA by using complementary DNA having two
acridine residues and LuIII, and the genotype of the substrate
is accurately and easily determined by mass analysis of these
fragments.

High-throughput, accurate, and low-cost methods for genotyp-
ing of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) are crucially
important for design of tailor-made medicines, prediction of
hereditary diseases, and many other biomedical applications.1,2

Among a number of methods hitherto proposed, mass spectrom-
etry (MS) is one of the most promising ones, since SNP alleles
are discriminated in terms of differences in mass number.3 At
present, primer extension methods are widely used to prepare
samples for mass analyses.4 Here we present a new approach for
the preparation of mass samples, in which short RNA fragments
of desired length and site are clipped out of the RNA substrate
by hydrolyzing two designated phosphodiester linkages. It is
based on our recent finding of site-selective RNA scission that
involves no covalent fixation of catalysts to the sequence-
recognizing moiety.5 By non-covalent interactions of the RNA
with an oligonucleotide bearing an acridine, the phosphodiester
linkage in front of the acridine is selectively activated and
hydrolyzed by various catalysts (e.g., lanthanide(III), ZnII, and
MnII ions). Advantageously, it requires no specific base
sequence at the scission site. Thus, two-site RNA scission for
genotyping by MS should be possible with the use of an
oligonucleotide bearing two acridines, if (1) these acridines do
not interfere with each other in RNA activation, (2) the site-
selective scissions at these two sites occur without any
significant cross talk, and (3) the RNA fragments are suffi-
ciently protected from the subsequent digestion. As described
below, all these requirements can be satisfactorily fulfilled by
appropriate molecular design. In this study, model RNA
substrates coding the exon of human apolipoprotein E gene
(APOE) are precisely genotyped by matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS). The SNPs in this gene (A ? G alternation
at the nucleotide position 152 in its antisense strand and G ? A
alternation at the nucleotide position 290)6 are responsible for
Alzheimer’s disease and hyperlipemia, respectively.7,8

In Fig. 1, RNA290-G (the G309-A271 portion of G-allele in
APOE) is treated with LuCl3 in the presence of DNA290-C
which has two acridine groups in front of U298 and U285 (the
term C refers to the use of conventional nucleoside C opposite
the SNP site; vide infra).§ The potential SNP site G290 (in bold)
is in this sequence. As shown in (b), the MALDI-TOF mass
spectrum of the products clearly exhibits a peak at m/z =

4168.8, which is in reasonable accord with the theoretical value
(4169.5) for the 13-mer fragment from U298 to C286.9 Both of
the target sites are efficiently activated by the acridines and
hydrolyzed by LuIII. Moreover, the 13-mer RNA fragment is
successfully protected from hydrolysis by LuIII, by forming a
heteroduplex with the complementary part in the DNA.10 These
facts have been further substantiated by gel electrophoresis in
which the substrate RNA is labeled with tetramethylrhodamine
at the 3A-end and with fluorescein at the 5A-end (see ESI†). The
scission efficiency at each of the designated sites is similar to
the value accomplished by the oligonucleotide bearing one
acridine. In a similar fashion, 12-, 14-, 16-mer RNA fragments
were also selectively prepared by using DNAs in which two
acridines are placed at the corresponding distances (data not
shown). The scission sites can be freely chosen. Other
lanthanide(III) ions (e.g. LaIII and EuIII) are also applicable.

The present genotyping method is applicable also to
heterozygous samples. In such samples, the RNA from the
subject involves two components that differ from each other in
only one nucleobase, corresponding to the two alleles on
homologous chromosomes. The 1+1 mixture of RNA152-G and

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: 1: confirmation of
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Fig. 1 (a) The oligonucleotides and the X residue bearing an acridine. The
two target sites for scission are indicated by arrows. The structure of X has
not yet been optimized. (b) Mass spectrum of the cleavage products of
RNA290-G in the presence of DNA290-C. The signal at 4168.8 corresponds
to the 13-mer fragment (U298–C286) which involves the SNP site G290.
The signals at 3542.6 and 4787.7 are for the 5A-side fragment (G309–C299)
and the 3A-side fragment (U285–A271), respectively. Reaction conditions:
37 °C for 6 h.
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RNA152-A was taken as a typical heterozygous sample, and
treated with a combination of LuIII and DNA152-P (Fig. 2(a)).
Note that the DNA used here involves non-natural nucleoside
dP in front of G152 and A152. This nucleoside analogue
notably makes base pairs both with G and with A through its
tautomerism.11 Accordingly, even when there exist two differ-
ent substrates, both fragments can be obtained in a sufficient
amount, since they are strongly bound to DNA152-P and
protected from the subsequent hydrolysis. As expected, two
signals of similar intensity were detected at m/z 4510.0 and
4494.1, which correspond to the 14-mer fragment from
RNA152-G (theoretical m/z = 4512.6) and the one from
RNA152-A (4496.7), respectively (Fig. 2(b)). By using DNA290-
P, also the 1+1 mixture of RNA290-A and RNA290-G could be
analyzed. Quite significantly, when the conventional nucleoside
C was used instead of dP (DNA152-C), only the target fragment
from RNA152-G was detected and the one from RNA152-A was
not obtainable. The degenerate recognition of both A and G by
dP is essential for precise genotyping of heterozygous sam-
ples.

Another important advantage of the present method is the
ease of multiplex analysis, in which multiple substrates are
simultaneously processed. A 1+1 mixture of RNA290-G and
RNA152-A, which are from two different parts of APOE, was
analyzed after being hydrolyzed by LuIII in the presence of both
DNA290-P and DNA152-P. For these two DNAs, different
lengths between the two acridines were intentionally used, in

order to produce two RNA fragments of different lengths and to
facilitate mass analysis. As presented in the ESI†, the 13-mer
fragment from the corresponding part in RNA290-G (m/z =
4168.2) and the 14-mer fragment from RNA152-A (4494.2)
were clearly detected (the theoretical m/z values are 4169.5 and
4496.7, respectively). Here, neither the G ? A alternation at
position 290 nor the A ? G alternation at position 152 exists.

In conclusion, short RNA fragments of desired length and site
have been prepared by combining oligonucleotides bearing two
acridines and lanthanide(III) ion. By using these RNA frag-
ments, SNP sites in both homozygous and heterozygous
samples could be precisely genotyped by MALDI-TOF MS. For
clinical applications, in vitro transcripts from amplified geno-
mic DNA should be prospective substrates. Moreover, the
present strategy should be applicable also to various other
purposes such as RNA processing and structural studies. Such
applications, as well as studies to improve sensitivity and
cleavage activity, are currently underway in our laboratory.

Notes and references
§ For the RNA cleavage, the total concentration of RNA was 4.0 mM, and
the concentration of each DNA was 10 mM ([LuCl3] = 150 mM, [Tris-HCl]
= 10 mM, and [NaCl] = 200 mM; pH 7.5; total volume, 10 mL). After a
predetermined time, the reaction mixture was desalted by a micropipette tip
containing C18 media at the end (ZipTip® from Millipore Co.), and directly
used for analysis on a KRATOS Kompact MALDI 2 TOF-MS spectrome-
ter. The mass number is associated with an experimental error of 0.05%. All
the oligonucleotides were synthesized with standard phosphoramidite
chemistry, purified by PAGE and HPLC, and characterized by MALDI-
TOF MS.
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Fig. 2 (a) The oligonucleotides and nucleoside analogue dP. (b) Mass
spectrum of the cleavage products from a 1+1 mixture of RNA152-A and
RNA152-G in the presence of DNA152-P. The inset shows the magnification
of the region between m/z 4450.0 and 4550.0. The signals at 4494.1 and
4510.0 are for the 14-mer fragments (G158–C145) from RNA152-A and
from RNA152-G, respectively. The signals at 3870.5 and 4354.6 are for the
5A-side fragment (A170–C159) and the 3A-side fragment (U144–C131),
respectively. Reaction conditions: 25 °C for 24 h.
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